Mechanisms of nonspecific cytotoxic cell regulation of apoptosis: cytokine-like activity of Fas ligand.
The role of FasL/FasR pathways of immunoregulation of programmed cell death in teleost cytotoxic innate immunity has not been previously examined. In the present study, constitutive cytosolic soluble FasL (sFasL) was detected in anterior kidney (AK), peripheral blood (PBL) and liver NCC obtained from tilapia. Ligation of NCC by tumour cells caused the release of sFasL that was associated with lysis of HL-60 targets in 14 h killing assays. Evidence that sFasL mediated this activity was that anti-(human) FasL inhibited tilapia and catfish (cf.) NCC lysis of FasR+ HL-60 tumour cells. Inhibition was concentration dependent. Lysis of IM-9 targets (12% positive for FasR) by (cf.) anterior kidney and PBL NCC was only partially inhibited by anti-FasL mab. Activated NCC from both species were negative for the expression of membrane FasL and FasR. These data confirmed that NCC lyse sensitive tumour cells by multiple effector pathways. Pretreatment of (FasR+) HL-60 cells with anti-FasR mab completely inhibited cf. cytotoxicity at low (100:1) E:T ratios. Anti-FasR mab did not inhibit the lysis of IM-9 targets by cf. NCC. This study demonstrated that for catfish and tilapia, initial target cell conjugate formation was required; however, the terminal killing mechanism depended on at least two different pathways of cytotoxicity. One pathway depended on the release of preformed soluble FasL by activated NCC in the presence of FasR positive target cells. A second pathway has yet to be determined.